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About This Game

Relaxing physics puzzle game with minimalist design.

The system of bars should remain in balance. Find and remove unnecessary bars. But be careful - it's not as easy as it sounds!

Key Features:

Unique physics puzzle game.

50 levels with different colour schemes.

Relaxing visual and sound atmosphere.

No stories, just puzzles and lots of bars!
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Title: Bars and Balance
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mykhail Konokh
Publisher:
Mykhail Konokh
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Dual Core 3.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 (1 GB Memory) or equivalent discrete card (INTEGRATED CARDS WILL NOT
WORK)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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bars and balance. bars and balance beam. sweet and balance bars. bars belly balance. bars balance reit system. uneven bars and
balance beam

Ok Indie game. has good creepy vibes. But way to short. May need to keep the price point at the sale price of $0.99 as I feel its
not worth more than that. Took me a lil longer to figure things out as I love puzzle games, just not very good at them. For a good
puzzle solver this game would take them about 30 minutes to complete. Hopefully the next game made by this developer will be
better.. Online Co-op does not work at all. And it is the only reason I bought it. Its pretty cheap of the developers to not
advertise that its not available even though they advertise that it is. 1\/10.... In my opinion, this is a great loco to drive. She looks
really good, the textures are great quality, the sounds are great and immersive, and the steam effects are really good.
In advanced mode, she's a real challenge to drive - it will test your skills!
In "normal" mode, driving is still fun and engaging but noticably easier.

There is also a new "heads out" view in the cab views, meaning that when you cycle through the cab views, one of the positions
you will stick your head out of the window and if you turn your head to the right, you can still operate all the normal cab
controls with the mouse (unlike the standard "Shift-2" head out view of the simulator itself).
This is really for driving and keeping an eye out on the road.

The scenarios that come with the engine are diverse and engaging, from a relatively easy passenger run to challenging runs with
heavy freight trains over steep grades.

The package is very complete, containing all liveries and many variations of the engine, and a lot of new freight wagons.

All in all, this is one of the best steam engines published for TS2016 so far and a lot of fun to drive.
The usual high VictoryWorks quality, and improving on his previous locos in a lot of respects!

Absolutely recommended, and an absolute steal for this money!
. I am culturally enlightened. For this price I surely recommend this game - specialy for old Warcraft custom maps players.

It has potential - as well some require some polishing but, as i said for price around 1$ i had fun and i`m satisfied.

Counting for updates and smoothing :). I loved the original Chip's Challenge game when I was growing up so I was excited when
I discovered an updated version. However, I'm disappointed that I am unable to play the game when I'm offline. It's not too big
of a problem for me, although it makes the game hard to play on my laptop which has connection issues.

I will consider recommending this version of the game if they make it playable offline. Interface could do better.. Tulpa is a
short yet delightful puzzle game, it may not be worth full price but if you can get it for cheap you're in for a treat! The artwork
of this game shines, with beautiful backgrounds and level design, its refreshing to see a game that uses colors so good as this
one!
Rating: ★★★★★
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This game is a top-down shooter, where you run around and either shoot mutants or punch them in the face. You use the left
control stick to move, and the right to aim. Nothing new here, you can find this sort of game for free in droves on Newgrounds
or Armor Games.

There is one absolutely unique feature, however. When you level up, you are given the choice to increase.... something. You go
back to base, talk to the psychiatrist (huh?) and choose something to upgrade. But not only is there no description of what the
upgrade does, but you don't even get the name of the upgrade itself! Do you want to upgrade the fist, the clock, or the circle?
Probably the fist is melee attack, the circle is accuracy... but I have no idea what the clock is even supposed to mean. Come on
guys, practice this stuff so you can make a good game before you try to sell it.. The game is already dead.
No player.
No new map .
No new content.
What a pity.. Buy it. Do it. Do it, now!. If you get this on sale and you realize that you won't get more than a couple hours before
it grows tedious then I would say it's worth it.

What I discovered was around world 1-4 the game became all about grinding for potions and spells and armor and the strategic
element of the early game was gone.

I came for a strategy game not in infinite grind. I got this on sale so I'm not disappointed but there is not much here.. Only
played for a short time, but so far so good. Graphics, music, SFX all very nostalgic and true to the genre.. *PLEASE READ
THIS PARAGRAPH SO YOUR NOT RIPPED OFF!"
The currency on the store page is messed up, it is \u00a320 and $20, dollars is 50% more than pounds so if you live in the uk
use http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/?cc=us to purchase the game and you can get it 50% cheaper, this either means they are
trying to rip you off if your in the UK or just made a mistake.

I wont review the game I just want to warn you that if you live in the uk you dont get ripped off by 10 pounds as if you purchase
it in dollars you will pay a estamate of 10 to 12 pounds.
But I will say this, it is a good game done bad as it lacks factions and features.. I preorder this game on their website therefore I
can't refund.
After the first week of 'free to play' period, and soon it become less players to join.
I can't even find enough people in the lobby......
Total loss
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